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CONTACT INFORMATION 

Basic wheel alignment angles and set up, 

understanding Caster, Camber and Toe 

in.  Understanding suspension handling 

problems such as bump steer. 

Understanding corner weighting and coil-

over set up. Basic shock absorber set up. 



 

To provide students with basic knowledge to 

attend their first track day with an 

understanding of how the event will be run, 

what to organise and how to check the car 

before entering the event. 

For people that want to attend their first track 

day or want to have a better understanding of 

vehicle set up for their next track day. 

A basic understanding of vehicle 

components and basic mechanical 

knowledge. 

6 weeks 

6pm—9pm 

 On successful completions of this module, 

the student will have a better understanding 

of: 

  Required licenses for events 

 Driver etiquette 

 Basic track flag meaning 

 Basic vehicle mechanical checks 

 Safety equipment, clothing and fire 

equipment 

 Tyre types, using pyrometers to read tyres 

 Basic wheel alignment set up 

 Basic corner weighting 

 Brakes and brake fluid 

 Basic suspension understanding and set up 

 Basic dyno checks of air fuel ratio 

  

  

 How do I even get involved in a track day 

 Club affiliations, event licenses 

 Clothing, safety, on track etiquette 

 On track safety, flags, timing 

 Basic mechanical and safety checks 

 Basic wheel alignment set up 

 Understanding vehicle dynamics such as bump steer 

and shock absorber set up 

 Use of corner weights 

 Understanding tyre types, pressure and 

temperatures 

 Brake pad and fluid selection, brake temperature 

analysis 

 Basic suspension set up and understanding 

 Basic dyno use to check engine operation before 

track use 

 Basic gear box/final drive understanding for track 

use, types of limited slip devices. 
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TOPICS 

Enrolments are on line through the Tafe web 

site  

Go direct to: 

http://goo.gl/KWijLe 


